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Abstract

In recent years, the performance requirements of the mechanical and electrical products are increasingly, how to
improve those products’ impact resistant ability while in the environment of high impact is become very
important. Because of the traditional damper device could not do the real-time adjust about the damping force
during the high impact process, in this paper, a magneto-rheological damper is applied to cushion the
high-impact load. And the control current, passing into the electromagnetic coil of damper, is changed by
designing the delay and fuzzy PID control algorithm in real time, which achieve an effective buffering control of
high-impact load. The whole control method is based on TMS320F2812 to achieve. Experimental results show
that it can significantly improve the dynamic performance of the damper control system by real-time precise
control of the delay and fuzzy PID control algorithm, increase the stability of the damping process.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the performance requirements of the mechanical and electrical products are increasing, high
impact resistant ability is becoming one of the important marks to measure the performance of products, how to
improve the impact resistant ability while in the environment of high impact is becoming very important. (Zhang,
Wang & Qian, 2008). Therefore, the control system design of magneto-rheological damper under high-impact
load is very important.
Traditional damper device could not do the real-time adjust about the damping force during the high impact
process, compared with traditional damper, the magneto rheological damper which uses the magnetic rheological
liquid as the medium, and its output damping force is controlled by working current, besides, it has the
advantages such as the structure is simple, the power consumption is low, can provide high damping force, the
range of damping force is adjustable, fast response speed and other characteristics. (Hou, 2006). In addition, use
a robust time delay fuzzy PID control method to improve the dynamic performance of the damper control
system.
According to the experimental results, we can find that applying time delay fuzzy PID control can improve the
peak of damping force, enhance the stability of the impact, significantly better than the fixed current control
method. The buffer process can well realize the performance optimization of the displacement and force curve,
optimize dynamic performance of the system.
2. Magneto rheological damper and its characteristics

Because the high impact process is a process of unidirectional long stroke, in this paper, the single rod long
stroke magnetic rheological damper was adopted, and the pressure compensation mechanism was abolished. The
damper structure is shown in Figure 1, including cylinder, piston rod, piston head, a guide rod, seals, magnetic
circuit, front back and other parts.
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The piston rod is connected with the fixed base; damper cylinder axis is connected with the impact mass block.
During the buffer process, the mass block and the cylinder along with the guide rail move to the right, then the
relative motion which between piston rod and cylinder produces the damping force. Magneto rheological damper
buffers the high impact load, converts to small damping force on the fixed base. From the functional point of
view, the role of magneto rheological damper is buffering the process to consumption and storage part of energy
which causes by the high-speed impact, control the stress and movement rules, and control the buffer movement
in appropriate length range.
3. The hardware design of the control system

The control system includes actuator, magneto rheological damper, signal sensing system, power driver circuit
and DSP (TMS320F2812). System structure diagram is shown in Figure 2.
When the magneto rheological damper executing the buffering process, sensor collect the displacement signal,
speed signal, force signal and the feedback current signal of the actuating mechanism in real-time, the DSP
controller using AD sampling correction function to do real time sampling of these signals, and using these
signals as the input signal of control algorithm. DSP use the event manager timer 1 trigger AD sampling
correction, after each sampling cycle, the DSP will update the compare register CMPR1 according to the control
algorithm results of input signal. The comparison unit of the event manager EVA will output duty ratio to change
PWM (pulse width modulation) in time according to the result of CMPR1. Then,use the optical chip TLP250
amplification the PWM signals, and output them to the PMOS tube, to make the power driver circuit work.
4. The software design of the control system

The software design mainly relates to signal sampling, control algorithm, output of PWM signal and SCI
transmission. Software programming mainly consists of main program, system initialization, interrupt vector
initialization procedure, the AD sampling correction interrupt response procedure, control algorithm processing
procedures, EV interrupt response procedure and SCI data transmission. The software flow diagram is shown in
Figure 3. DSP control program use the interrupt vector method to achieve: start timer count T1, wait for interrupt,
set the value of cycle timer register T1PR to determine the AD sampling cycle and the output frequency of the
PWM, when completed a interrupt, system return to the main program to wait for the next interrupt.
5. Control algorithm of magneto rheological damper under high impact condition

Under high impact condition, when magneto rheological damper is reducing the force which impact load
transmit to the installation site, will increase the displacement in the buffer process. But, to reduce the length of
the displacement, the force of the damper will increase. Therefore, in the buffer process, damper force and
displacement is a pair of contradiction variable. In this paper, the design of the control algorithm is to balance the
damper force and displacement, to realize the damper force and displacement curve as painless as possible.
Besides, because of the whole control system running in high speed impact condition, the whole process time is
about 130-140ms, so the control algorithm should ensure the real time. Through the experimental verification,
applying time delay fuzzy PID control algorithm can improve the dynamic performance of the whole system in
the impact process, and can satisfy the real time requirement.
5.1 Time delay control

Displacement signal, the force signal and the damper chamber pressure signal are used as the criterion of the
dynamic performance of damper. The experimental results show that if applying current to the damper at the
beginning of the impact loading, it will cause the damper force signal peak and intraluminal pressure signal peak
increase sharply, the dynamic performance of the whole system will be influenced. While applying current to the
damper after time delay of the impact loading, the damper force signal peak and intraluminal pressure signal
peak may be markedly improved.
Therefore, we can take the displacement signal as the reference signal for the system, use delay control, applying
control current to the damper after the impact of the force peak; it can improve the dynamic performance of the
damper.
5.2 Fuzzy PID control
In order to realize the fuzzy PID control, the system uses two levels of closed loop. The fuzzy PID control
system block diagram is shown in Figure 4. The outer ring is design to correction the adjustable Coulomb
resistance Ft through fuzzy rule, the inner ring is design to correction the current of damper coil electromagnetic
loop through fuzzy PID.

(1) The outer ring is to realize the feedback control of adjustable output Coulomb resistance Ft, through the
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feedback of the damping force signal and the speed signal real-time to calculate Ft, and compared with ideal Ftr,
using fuzzy rules for feedback control, to determine the ideal value of the output control current.
This paper set the ideal recoil resistance FRr as a constant, according to the ideal damping dynamic process to
design the ideal coulomb resistance curve Ftr.
Step one
Through the impact recoil differential equations to calculate the ideal recoil velocity Vrr and the ideal recoil
displacement Srr:

mh

dv rr
 F pt  F Rr
dt

mh----Recoil mass, kg
Vrr ---- Ideal recoil velocity, m/s
Fpt----The actual role shock load, N
FRr---- The ideal recoil resistance, N
Step two
Determining the ideal Coulomb resistance Ftr.
n

F  r  F Rr  av

rr

 F

f

Ftr ----Ideal Coulomb resistance, N
a---- coefficient, can obtain from the system parameter, in this system, a=300
n---- Fluid behavior index, n=1.6
Ff---- The friction between the guide rail and the recoil device, N
Step three
Obtain the feedback parameters adjustable Coulomb resistance Ft:

F   F MRD  av

n
r

FMRD---- Test recoil resistance value, N
Vr---- Test recoil velocity value, m/s
Besides, the control algorithm aVrn is adopted in form in the hardware realization, to ensure the real time of the
control.
Last, use of the difference value e that about the ideal Coulomb resistance Ftr and adjustable Coulomb resistance
Ft, using fuzzy control rules to judge the size of theory control output current.
(2)The inner ring is to realize the fuzzy PID correction about the current of the damper coil electromagnetic loop,
to output the accurate control current and reduce the response time of the coil. Its principle diagram is shown in
Figure 4.
In order to improve the output precision of control current, comparison the calculated current value and the
actual feedback current value, calculate the value of error, using the fuzzy PID control then output the new
control current. Use the two inputs three outputs fuzzy controller, the error signal e and the change rate of current
error ec signal as the input signals of the fuzzy controller, to setting the PID parameter Kp, Ki, Kd.
Fuzzy PID control fuzzy rules can obtain through off-line calculation, produce in tabular form, this can reduce
the amount of computation, ensure the real-time control.
6. The result of impact test

Figure 5 is the effect of time delay control, the impact process is approximately 130-140ms. The solid line
represents use the fixed current control strategy to create the displacement and force curve, the dotted line
represents use the time delay fuzzy PID control. As can be seen from the graph, using time delay fuzzy PID
control, the damping displacement increased from 85mm to 135mm, growth of 59%; damping force peak is
significantly improved, from 9600N down to 2400N, fall 75%; compared to the fixed current curve, the time
delay fuzzy PID control method is smoother during the whole process.
According to the experimental results, it is not difficult to find that applying time delay fuzzy PID control can
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improve the damping force peak, enhance the stability of the impact, significantly better than the fixed current
control method. The buffer process can well realize the performance optimization of the displacement and force
curve, optimize dynamic performance of the system.
7. Conclusions

Because of the traditional damper device couldn’t realize the real-time adjust about the damping force during the
high impact process, in this paper, the magneto rheological damper which applicable to high impact was adopted,
and designed the delay fuzzy PID control algorithm. Through the impact test, results show that single bar
long-stroke magnetic rheological damper can buffer the high impact load well, and time delay fuzzy PID control
method can significantly improve the system dynamic performance while under high impact damping condition,
increase the stability of the damping process. The DSP chip in the system has fast operation speed, can meet the
requirement of real-time control.
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Figure 1. Structure Diagram of Magneto Rheological Damperc
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Figure 2. Control System Structure Diagram of Magneto Rheological Damperc

Figure 3. Flowchart of Control System

Figure 4. Block Diagram of Fuzzy PID Control
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Figure 5. Experimental Results of Impact Load
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